Fact
Sharp instruments improve your stroke control and reduce the potential for hand fatigue. Regular sharpening prolongs the functional life of scalers and curettes. Finely honed sharpening edges will stay sharper longer.

Challenge
Dental scalers and curettes require a sharp edge and proper shape for function and performance. With use, scalers and curettes lose their ideal tip geometry, requiring sharpening to re-establish proper shape and finely honed cutting edges.

Solution
Hu-Friedy’s Dual Grit ceramic sharpening stone features a blue coarse side for reshaping and reconditioning and a white fine side for honing and finishing. Perform at your best—no matter what the task!

Two Stones in One

Reconditioning Sharpening
Need to recondition and reshape? Use the coarse grit side for reshaping and follow with the fine grit side for honing and finishing.

Maintenance Sharpening
Just need to lightly re-establish a sharp edge? Use the fine grit side for honing and refinishing for super-sharp results.

Part Code
SSDGRIT - Dual Grit Sharpening Stone

Visit us online at Hu-Friedy.com

Call 1-800-Hu-Friedy or contact your authorized Hu-Friedy representative for more information.